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An empirical algorithm applied to logic level power analysis in deep submicron VLSI designs is
introduced in the paper. The method explores a static analysis strategy using unit functions to represent
signal transitions. It can be extended to the use of a Register Transfer Level (RTL) power analysis after
RTL codes are translated to Boolean equations. A new method for representing state-dependent power
models is also introduced in the paper to reduce the complexity of power modeling and to improve the
performance of power analysis. The modeling method supports not only the empirical power analysis,
but also general simulation-based power analysis methods.
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INTRODUCTION

Power analysis becomes a very important consideration in

deep submicron electronic designs [1]. Along with the

rapidly advancing semiconductor technology, the com-

plexity and performance of IC designs are both increased

significantly. The increasing integration density and high

performance make the power dissipation momentous. Low

power design techniques and power analysis are now

applied at all phases of a power sensitive design in deep

submicron electronics. Power management is mainly

affected by the architecture of a design, i.e. 30–50%

influence of design improvement at Register Transfer

Level (RTL) whereas 10–20% at transistor level [2].

Being able to quickly estimate average power dissipation

early in a design cycle can assist designers in improving

their design structure promptly to achieve their design

goals. The most important considerations of power

management are computation efficiency, accuracy, and

high-level analysis ability.

Two prevailing technologies are used for logic level

power analysis: probabilistic analysis and simulation

based analysis [1]. In the probabilistic approach, statistical

properties of primary inputs are propagated through the

netlist to obtain the switching activity of all nodes [1].

Power consumption is proportional to switching activities.

A simulation-based analysis includes pattern-dependent

approaches such as exhaustive simulation or applicable

pattern simulation, and pattern-independent approaches

such as statistical simulation [3,4]. A simulation-pattern-

based power analysis is used to calculate the capacitive

power at an interconnection, then the internal power of

related cells provided by a library is added to obtain the

total average power at the net. The summation of the

power calculated for all nets is the total average power of a

design. If the power calculation is steered by signal-

switching events, the power consumption at a net, a block,

or a design can be reported as a curve of power over time.

The method proposed in this paper is an exploration of a

pattern-dependent static-power analysis. It represents a

signal switching event with a unit function, calculates

propagated event activities, and estimates the power

consumption based on the signal events.

POWER MODELING

The accuracy of logic-level power analysis highly depends

on the accuracy of the power models of library cells, and
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those power models are generated with power

characterization.

It is well known that the power dissipation in a CMOS

circuit is a function of input slope, input state and output

load. An accurate power model should be able to represent

all of these influences properly. Excellent literature is

available for power modeling and analysis methods in

CMOS designs [1,3–10]. A prior estimation method

sacrifices accuracy for efficiency by considering the

capacitive power dissipation of interconnections only [5].

An appealing method introduced in Eisenmann and Kohl’s

paper [6] decomposes a multi-stage ASIC cell into a

combination of several single-stage cells, then computes

the capacitive power at each interconnection and adds to it

the short-circuit power to obtain the total average power of

the stage. It makes the previously invisible internal

capacitive power visible and countable thus improving the

accuracy. The drawback is that it requires an extra library

to represent decomposed cells. Power modeling by Sarin

and NcNelly [7] is an extension of the ISM (Input–Slew

Model) proposed by Misheloff [8] for timing modeling. It

divides input slew rate into fast and slow regions defined

by the Critical Input Ramp (CIR) line, and assumes that

the power dissipation is independent of the input slew rate

in fast mode and increases for increasing input slew rate in

slow mode. An STGPE graph by Lin et al. [9] for

modeling the power consumption of a state transition, and

a BDD-based symbolic model by Bogliolo et al. [10] for

describing the charge and discharge of parasitic

capacitances and the flow of short-circuit current, are

also interesting approaches.

A power Look-Up-Table (LUT) is the prevailing

method used to represent the internal power of a cell.

The power model on LUTs is a piecewise linear

approximation with indexes of input slope and output

load. The number of tables is decided according to the

representation of input states. The determination of table

index is based on the following consideration. The

capacitive power and short-circuit power are influenced by

output loads, and the maximum load is determined by

timing tolerance, and the minimum load is determined by

the minimum input capacitance of cells. The short-circuit

power is influenced by input slopes, and the maximum

slope is determined by timing tolerance, and the minimum

slope excluding zero is determined by manufacturing

technology. One or more points can be chosen in between

based on error analysis during characterizations.

Input-state Dependent Power Model

A state-dependent power model is desirable in deep

submicron electronic designs. There is plenty of research

exploring the optimization [12] and the selection of input

vectors [13], as well as a proper method to represent state-

dependent power models [9]. The challenge is to

effectively simplify the modeling complexity while

reserving the precision.

Considering each input as one of the four possible

states: rising, falling, “0” and “1”, and representing these

states as a set, the equation is s ¼ {r; f ; 0; 1}: If allowing

only one input change at a time, the so called single-event

limitation, the permutation of input states, Np, of a n-input

cell is given as

Np ¼ n2n: ð1Þ

If the limitation is removed, the permutation of input

states of a n-input cell becomes [14]

4n: ð2Þ

Equations (1) and (2) show the complexity of the state-

dependent power model of a cell.

General characterization tools provide state-dependent

power models with the single-event limitation. With the

impact of the input slope and the output load, the power

model of a cell becomes considerably complicated. A

Simplified Power Equation (SPE) is proposed and

described below to reduce complexity of state-dependent

power models.

The SPE for Input State

For a n-input cell, the SPE requires acquisitions

2n ð3Þ

for state-dependent power representation [11]. For input

pin i of a cell, two power data acquisitions are

PT{uðtiÞ}; PNT{uðtiÞ} ð4Þ

or

PNT{uaðtDÞCK¼0}; PNT{ubðtDÞCK¼1} ð5Þ

for data pin D of a D-Flip–Flop.

Function uðtiÞ is a unit function, where ti ¼ t 2 di; di .

0 represents a rising event happening at pin i at time di; or

2ti ¼ 2t þ di; di . 0 represents a falling event. Let n be

a circuit voltage, then nuðtiÞ represents a signal switching

at pin i. Function PT{uðtiÞ} presents the power consump-

tion when the switch at input pin i causes the output

switching, and it takes the average of rising and falling

events, i.e. PT{uðtiÞ} ¼ ð1=2ÞðP{uðtiÞ}þ P{uð2tiÞ}Þ:
Function PNT{uðtiÞ} represents the power consumption

when the switch at input pin i does not cause the output

switching. It takes the average value of power consump-

tion with all those corresponding input states.

A two-input NAND is used as an example to describe

how the SPE is applied for a power characterization.

Based on Eq. (1), a two-input NAND has eight single-

event input states which are: 0r, r0, 1r, r1, 0f, f0, 1f, f1. To

characterize PT{uðtAÞ}; states r1 and f1 are counted and

averaged. Similarly, PNT{uðtAÞ} covers states r0 and f0,

PT{uðtBÞ} covers 1r and 1f and PNT{uðtBÞ} covers 0r

and 0f.
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A general rule is defined below for further reduction:

Rule 1: Combine the states if the difference is tolerable

as defined by design technology.

According to Rule 1, PNT{uðtAÞ} and PNT{uðtAÞ} in the

above example might be combined and averaged to reduce

the complexity.

Using a D-Flip–Flop as another example, the set

of input states is SDFFðD;CKÞ ¼ {0r; r0; 1r; r1; 0f ; f 0;
1f ; f 1}: Note that a toggle event at pin D does not cause

the output switching directly, but the power consumptions

are obviously different for a clock staying high or low as

shown in Fig. 1. This is the reason that states are

considered separately by Eq. (5) SPE power characteriza-

tion for a DFF has PNT{uaðtDÞCK¼0} covering r0 and f0,

PNT{ubðtDÞCK¼1} covering r1 and f1, PT{uðtCKÞ} covering

0r and 1r, and PNT{uðtCKÞ} covering 0f and 1f.

Table I shows the accuracy of the SPE model compared to

the complete state-dependent power model. Three cells are

used to represent single-stage (NAND), multi-stage (AND)

and sequential (DFFRS) cells. Cell DFFRS is a D-Flip–Flop

with reset and set. Exhaustive functional test patterns are

used, and average power are calculated for the comparison.

Table II illustrates the characterization results based on

SPICE stimulation in 0.18 micron, with input slope 0.15 ns

and output load 0.5 pf. Table III shows the relative errors by

using SPE. Note that a relative error can be as large as 15%,

but because the energy value is very small, its influence on

the overall power calculation is too small to be significant.

SPE power models can be used to support either a

simulation-based power analysis method introduced above,

or an equation-based power analysis method proposed in

next section.

AN EQUATION BASED POWER ANALYSIS

METHOD

An empirical algorithm was developed using unit

functions and the state-dependent power models generated

FIGURE 1 Schematic of a D-Flip–Flop.
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by the SPE. The fundamental of the power analysis is the

power dissipated on a cell for each set of input vectors. If a

set of vectors is applied based on a clock cycle, power

analysis becomes a cycle based method.

Representing an input event as a unit function, a series

of events at a pin can be represented with an equation of

unit functions. In order to process a combinatorial circuit,

empirical formulas upon a pie method are developed to

appraise the dependency of the output to the input states.

The formula with respect to AND, OR, and XOR logic are

shown below.

A Logical AND, f 5 u1·u2

The possible states can be illustrated by a pie shown in

Fig. 2, and the empirical formulas are given below.

(1). Falling before rising

f ¼ u1ð2t þ t1Þ:u2ðt 2 t2Þ ¼ 0; t2 . t1;

t1; t2 . 0:
ð6:1Þ

(2). Rising before falling

f ¼ u1ðt 2 t1Þ:u2ð2t þ t2Þ

¼

0; t , t1

1; t1 # t , t2; t2 . t1; t1; t2 . 0

0; t $ t2

8>><>>: ð6:2Þ

(3). Rising and falling simultaneously

f ¼ u1ðt 2 t1Þ:u2ð2t þ t1Þ ¼ 0; t1 . 0: ð6:3Þ

(4). Both rising or both falling simultaneously

f ¼ u1ðt 2 t1Þ:u2ðt 2 t1Þ ¼ uðt 2 t1Þ; t1 . 0;

or f ¼ u1ð2t þ t1Þ:u2ð2t þ t1Þ

¼ uð2t þ t1Þ; t1 . 0;

TABLE II State-dependent power analysis of an AOI cell in SPICE

Switches States (AB) Energy, E (average) (pJ)

A1 01/10 ! Z01/10 when A2 ¼ 1; B1 ¼ 0; B2 ¼ 0 r100/f100 0.1200
A1 01/10 ! Z01/10 when A2 ¼ 1; B1 ¼ 1; B2 ¼ 0 r110/f110 0.1175
A1 01/10 ! Z01/10 when A2 ¼ 1; B1 ¼ 0; B2 ¼ 1 r101/f101 0.1140
A2 01/10 ! Z01/10 when A1 ¼ 1; B1 ¼ 0; B2 ¼ 0 1r00/1f00 0.1220
A2 01/10 ! Z01/10 when A1 ¼ 1; B1 ¼ 1; B2 ¼ 0 1r10/1f10 0.1200
A2 01/10 ! Z01/10 when A1 ¼ 1; B1 ¼ 0; B2 ¼ 1 1r01/1f01 0.1170
B1 01/10 ! Z01/10 when B2 ¼ 1; A1 ¼ 0; A2 ¼ 0 00r1/00f1 0.1065
B1 01/10 ! Z01/10 when B2 ¼ 1; A1 ¼ 1; A2 ¼ 0 10r1/10f1 0.1085
B1 01/10 ! Z01/10 when B2 ¼ 1; A1 ¼ 0; A2 ¼ 1 01r1/01f1 0.1055
B2 01/10 ! Z01/10 when B1 ¼ 1; A1 ¼ 0; A2 ¼ 0 001r/001f 0.1090
B2 01/10 ! Z01/10 when B1 ¼ 1; A1 ¼ 1; A2 ¼ 0 101r/101f 0.1110
B2 01/10 ! Z01/10 when B1 ¼ 1; A1 ¼ 0; A2 ¼ 1 011r/011f 0.1080
A1-01 when Z ¼ 1; A2 ¼ 0; B1 ¼ 0; B2 ¼ 0 r000 0.015
A1-01/10 when Z ¼ 1; A2 ¼ 0; B1 ¼ 1; B2 ¼ 0 r010/f010 0.015
A1-01/10 when Z ¼ 1; A2 ¼ 0; B1 ¼ 0; B2 ¼ 1 r001/f001 0.015
A1-01 when Z ¼ 0; A2 ¼ 0; B1 ¼ 1; B2 ¼ 1 r011 0.014
A1-10 when Z ¼ 0; A2 ¼ 1; B1 ¼ 1; B2 ¼ 1 f111 0.013
A2-01/10 when Z ¼ 1; A1 ¼ 0; B1 ¼ 0; B2 ¼ 0 0r00/0f00 0.015
A2-01 when Z ¼ 0; A1 ¼ 1; B1 ¼ 1; B2 ¼ 1 1r11 0.012
A2-10 when Z ¼ 1; A1 ¼ 0; B1 ¼ 1; B2 ¼ 0 0f10 0.014
A2-10 when Z ¼ 1; A1 ¼ 0; B1 ¼ 0; B2 ¼ 1 0f01 0.014
A2-01 when Z ¼ 0; A1 ¼ 0; B1 ¼ 1; B2 ¼ 1 0f11 0.014
B1-01/10 when Z ¼ 1; A1 ¼ 1; A2 ¼ 0; B2 ¼ 0 10r0/10f0 0.015
B1-01/10 when Z ¼ 1; A1 ¼ 0; A2 ¼ 1; B2 ¼ 0 01r0/01f0 0.015
B2-01/10 when Z ¼ 1; A1 ¼ 1; A2 ¼ 0; B1 ¼ 0 100r/100f 0.014
B2-10 when Z ¼ 1; A1 ¼ 0; A2 ¼ 1; B1 ¼ 0 010f 0.014

TABLE III Error analysis after reduction of an AOI cell

Model States (A1A2B1B2) Energy, E0 (average) (pJ) Error ¼ [(E0 2 E )/E ]100%

ET{u(tA1)} r100/f100/r110/f110/r101/f101 0.1172 22.33, 20.25, 2.8
ET{u(tA2)} 1r00/1f00/1r10/1f10/1r01/1f01 0.1197 21.89, 20.25, 2.31
ET{u(tB1)} 00r1/00f1/10r1/10f1/01r1/01f1 0.1068 0.28, 21.57, 1.23
ET{u(tB2)} 001r/001f/101r/101f/011r/011f 0.1093 0.28, 21.53, 1.20
ENT{u(tA1)} r000/r010/f010/r001/f001/r011/f111 0.0144 24, 2.86, 10.77
ENT{u(tA2)} 0r00/0f00/1r11/0f10/0f01/0f11 0.0138 28, 15, 21.43
ENT{u(tB1)} 10r0/10f0/01r0/01f0 0.015 0
ENT{u(tB2)} 100r/100f/010f 0.014 0
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(5). Rising in succession

f ¼ u1ðt 2 t1Þ:u2ðt 2 t2Þ ¼ uðt 2 t2Þ; t2 . t1;

t1; t2 . 0:
ð6:5Þ

(6). Falling in succession

f ¼ u1ð2t þ t1Þ:u2ð2t þ t2Þ ¼ uð2t þ t1Þ;

t2 . t1; t1; t2 . 0:
ð6:6Þ

A Logical OR, f 5 u1 1 u2

The state pie is given in Fig. 3, and the empirical formulas

are:

(1). Falling before rising

f ¼ u1ð2t þ t1Þ þ u2ðt 2 t2Þ

¼

1; t , t1

0; t1 # t , t2; t2 . t1; t1; t2 . 0

1; t $ t2

8>><>>: ð7:1Þ

(2). Rising before falling

f ¼ u1ðt 2 t1Þ þ u2ð2t þ t2Þ ¼ 1; t2 . t1;

t1; t2 . 0:
ð7:2Þ

(3). Rising and falling simultaneously

f ¼ u1ðt 2 t1Þ þ u2ð2t þ t1Þ ¼ 1; t1 . 0: ð7:3Þ

(4). Both rising or both falling simultaneously

f ¼ u1ðt 2 t1Þ þ u2ðt 2 t1Þ ¼ uðt 2 t1Þ t1 . 0;

or f ¼ u1ð2t þ t1Þ þ u2ð2t þ t1Þ ¼ uð2t þ t1Þ; t1 . 0:

(5). Rising in the succession

f ¼ u1ðt 2 t1Þ þ u2ðt 2 t2Þ ¼ uðt 2 t1Þ; t2 . t1;

t1; t2 . 0:
ð7:5Þ

(6). Falling in the succession

f ¼ u1ð2t þ t1Þ þ u2ð2t þ t2Þ

¼ uð2t þ t2Þ; t2 . t1; t1; t2 . 0:

A Logical XOR, f 5 u1%u2

The state pie is given in Fig. 4, and the empirical formulas

are:

(1). Both rising or both falling

f ¼ u1½kðt 2 t1Þ�%u2½kðt 2 t2Þ�

¼

0; t , t1

1; t1 # t , t2; t1; t2 . 0

0; t $ t2

8>><>>: ð8:1Þ

where k ¼ 1 if both input signals are rising, or k ¼ 21 if

both failing.

FIGURE 2 A state pie of a two-input AND.

FIGURE 3 A state pie of a two-input OR.
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(2). One rising and one failing

f ¼ u1ðt 2 t1Þ%u2ð2t þ t2Þ

¼

1; t , t1

0; t1 # t , t2; t1; t2 . 0

1; t $ t2

8>><>>: ð8:2Þ

(3). Rising and falling simultaneously

f ¼ u1ðt 2 t1Þ þ u2ð2t þ t1Þ ¼ 1; t1 . 0: ð8:3Þ

(4). Both rising or both falling simultaneously

f ¼ u1ðt 2 t1Þ þ u2ðt 2 t1Þ ¼ 0: ð8:4Þ

The above empirical formulas represent two-input

logical AND, OR and XOR operations. To process a cell

with more than two inputs, the first two signals are

considered in the order that the events occurred, then the

result is used with the third signal and so on till all the

inputs have been processed.

Applying the formulas with the logical function of a

cell, the output events can be derived. The cells shown in

Figs. 5 and 6 are two examples to illustrate the

applications.

The input events shown in Fig. 5 establish the case of

rising events in succession, so that the output will act as

f ¼ uBðt 2 tBÞ:uAðt 2 tAÞ ¼ uðt 2 tAÞ; where tA . tB:
The power dissipated in this cycle will be P ¼

PT{uðtAÞ}þ PNT{uðtBÞ}: An AOI cell in Fig. 6 has two

sets of input events occurred in cycle Y and cycle Y þ 1 as

shown in Fig. 7. Considering the events at A1 and A2

during cycle Y, they represent the case of rising before

falling, so that function A1·A2 has two switches

corresponding to uA1ðt 2 t1Þ and uA2ð2t þ t3Þ according

to Eq. (6.2). The events occurred at B1 and B2 during

cycle Y illustrate the case of falling before rising, and the

result of B1·B2 is 0 according to Eq. (6.1). The output

z ¼ �A1A2þ B1B2 is thus affected by the result of A1·A2,

and its two switching are caused by the events which

happened at pin A1 and pin A2. Items A1·A2 and B1·B2 are

processed prior to the OR function so that the overlap of

input signals can be managed as shown in cycle Y þ 1 in

Fig. 7.

The power consumptions during the two cycles are

calculated as:

PY ¼ PT{uðtA1Þ}þ PT{uðtA2Þ}þ PNT{uðtB1Þ}

þ PNT{uðtB2Þ}

PYþ1 ¼ PNT{uðtA1Þ}þ PT{uðtA2Þ}þ PT{uðtB1Þ}

þ PNT{uðtB2Þ}

The input events are counted sequentially in a clock

cycle, and power consumptions are accumulated accord-

ing to the influences of the input events.

For a sequential cell, the empirical formulas are

developed below.

FIGURE 4 A state pie of a two-input XOR.

FIGURE 5 A two-input NAND.
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AD-Flip–Flop With Inputs CK (clock) and D (data)

(1). Assuming only one even occurred at data pin D in a

clock cycle:

Output

Q ¼ uCKðkðt 2 tCKÞÞ; tCK . tD; tCK; tD . 0; ð9:1Þ

where k ¼ 1 if D is rising, or k ¼ 21 if D is falling.

(2). Assuming m events occurred at data pin D before

clock rising:

(a). if m ¼ 2n; n ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . .; then

Q ¼ Q2; tCK . tDm
; tCK; tDm

. 0; ð9:2Þ

where Q_ represents the output value in the previous clock

cycle.

(b). if m ¼ 2nþ 1; n ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . .; then

Q ¼ uCKðkmðt 2 tCKÞÞ; tCK . tDm
;

tCK; tDm
. 0;

ð9:3Þ

where km ¼ 1 if the last event at D is rising, or km ¼ 21 if

the last event at D is falling.

For instance, considering the events which happened at

two clock cycles Y and Y þ 1 of a DFF shown in Fig. 1, the

corresponding power consumption is calculated as:

P ¼ PNT{uaðtDÞ}þ PT{uðtCKÞ}þ PNT{uðtCKÞ}

þ PNT{ubðtDÞ}:

A latch with inputs EN (enable, active high) and D
(data)

(1). EN ¼ 1

Q ¼ uD½kðt 2 tDÞ�; tD . 0; ð10:1Þ

where k ¼ 1 if D is rising, or k ¼ 21 if D is falling.

(2). EN ¼ 0

Q ¼ Q; ð10:2Þ

which implies no changes at Q, or no equations between Q

and D.

(3).

Q ¼ uEN½Dðt 2 tENÞ�; tEN . 0; ð10:3Þ

The above empirical formulas are used to predict the

output activities corresponding to the input events of cells,

so that the signal switching activities applied at primary

inputs can propagate through a gate-level netlist. Note that

the power analysis method is an equation-based method,

and no delay effect is modeled. The glitch power caused

by signal delays is excluded.

Applying a set of input vectors in a clock cycle, a cycle-

based power calculation method is implemented as

follows.

For each input event of a cell, the consumed energy of

the cell is counted by associating the value preserved in

the power model of the cell in a library. For a cell with i

inputs, the power consumed in a clock cycle can be

calculated as:

P ¼
i

X
ðET{uðtiÞ}n1þ ENT{uðtiÞ}n2Þ:

1

t

� �

where u(t )i represents an even that occurs at pin i, t is the

FIGURE 6 A four-input AND–OR–INVERTER (AOI).

FIGURE 7 A waveform of a AOI.
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time of the clock cycle, n1 or n2 is the number of

switching activities which cause or not cause the output

change. The definitions of ET{uðtiÞ} and ENT{uðtiÞ} are

similar to PT{uðtiÞ} and PNT{uðtiÞ} except that they

represent energy consumption.

For m cells, the power consumed in a clock cycle can be

calculated as:

P ¼
m

X
i

X
ðEmT{uðtiÞ}n1þ EmNT{uðtiÞ}n2Þ:

1

t

� �0@ 1A
The power of m cells consumed in k clock cycles can be

calculated as:

P ¼
k

X
m

X
i

X
ðEmkT{uðtiÞ}n1þ EmkNT{uðtiÞ}n2Þ:

1

t

� �0@ 1A0@ 1A

It is an average power consumption of a gate-level

netlist assuming that the lumped capacitance at a net is

known within the given netlist. A lumped capacitance

consists of the output capacitance of a driving node, the

input capacitance of driven nodes and wire capacitance in

the interconnection. Power Look-Up Tables have been

prepared by power characterization with respect to input

slope and output load, and attached to associated pins. For

instance, when an even happened at input A causes a

switching activity at the output, the corresponding power

consumption is PT{uðtAÞ}; or ET{uðtAÞ}1=t: The sum-

mation of power consumed on a cell in a clock cycle, or m

cells in a clock cycle, or m-cell in k-clock cycle is

calculated in turn to obtain the total average power

consumption of the design with respect to applied test

vectors.

Table IV shows the application of the method with SPE

power models. Three gate-level circuits are tested. One is

a 12-bit synchronous counter with 122 ASIC cells in 30

different types. The second one is an alarm-clock circuit

with a scan chain, containing 507 ASIC cells in 65 types.

The third one is an 8-by-8 Arithmetic-Logic Unit (ALU)

with 411 ASIC cells in 37 types. The result is an average

power dissipation of each test circuit calculated by the

empirical power analysis prototype. The deviation from

SPICE calculation is also listed in the table as a

comparison for accuracy. The results in the table establish

that the proposed empirical algorithm with SPE models is

efficient and accurate for gate-level power analysis.

A defect of this method is the deficiency of a unified

formula for various types of cells. However, the pie

method is used beneficially for developing empirical

formulas of combinatorial cells.

An attractive property of the method is that it can be

extended to the used of RTL power analysis with quick

synthesis techniques. Generally, an RTL analysis is

implemented using either quick synthesis or an RTL

library approach [15,16]. The quick-synthesis method

translates an RTL description into Boolean equations, and

then maps them into a gate netlist without or with minor

optimization. The RTL-library method interprets the RTL

codes into Boolean equation, then maps them into

functional blocks, so called macro cells, provided in an

RTL library. Those macro cells in an RTL library have

prior characterization with timing and power models as

those in a standard cell library. The empirical power-

analysis method introduced in the paper can directly be

extended for use in RTL power analysis with quick

synthesis approach. To extend it to a library based RTL

analysis, the unit equation needs be derived for each

macro cell according to its logic function.

CONCLUSIONS

An empirical algorithm used for static power analysis is

proposed in the paper. It uses equations of unit functions to

represent and predict event activities in a given circuit to

achieve a static analysis. Recent trends leading to the

replacement of gate-level simulations by formal verifica-

tion and static timing analysis makes this static power

analysis approach more attractive. The method also

provides the possibility of extending its use to an RTL

power analysis method, a new power modeling method,

SPE, is introduced. The SPE can be used for either

prevalent simulation-based power analysis or this

equation-based power analysis method, to reduce the

complexity of power modeling dependencies with the

preservation of accuracy.
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TABLE IV Deviation of power analysis at gate-level from SPICE results

Cell names Size (gates) (k) Power in spice Psp (uW) Power in gate level Pgate (uW) Error% (Pgate-Psp)/Psp

12-bit Counter 0.35 1264.989 1247.65 21.37
Alarm-Clock 2.3 2097.777 2058.31 21.88
8-bit ALU 1.24 1683.6006 1627.66 23.32
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